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Intertextile Shanghai < Japan Pavilion > 2017 Autumn Edition
【 Outline 】
■ Intertextile Shanghai Autumn Edition 2017
◇ Name of exhibition： Intertextile Shanghai Apparel Fabrics Autumn Edition 2017
◇ Venue：National Exhibition and Convention Center (SHANGHAI))
◇ Show period： Oct. 11 – 13, 2017 (Wed. – Fri.)

9:00 - 18:00

◇ Organisers：Messe Frankfurt（HK）Ltd, The Sub-Council of Textile Industry (CCPIT),
China Textile Information Centｅr (CTIC)
◇ Exhibition space： 260,000 ㎡ (* Track record in 2016)
◇ No. of exhibitors: 4,553 / 29 countries and regions

(* Record from the previous year)

◇ No. of visitors: Over 73,000 / 90 countries and regions (* Record from the previous year)
◇ Concurrent shows: Yarn Expo, PH Value, CHIC (Autumn Edition)

Despite relatively unfavourable comments about the current situation facing China, including
‘increased distribution stock due to oversupply of apparel and ‘weaker growth in the China market’,
positive feedback citing ‘further potential for growth in the China market’, or ‘No. 1 when it comes
to remaining potential’ is just as much in evidence; reflecting its enormous depth and lofty ongoing
expectations.
Statistics show that while the Japanese market for textile-related products is worth less than 1
trillion JPY, that in China is unrivalled worldwide, on a scale of 45 trillion JPY (cf. USA: 40 trillion
JPY), while also maintaining an economic growth rate exceeding 5%, in contrast to the less than
1% in Japan. There is reason to believe the importance of the China market will continue
increasing, taking its market scale, potential growth and the current reality of underwhelming
apparel sales in advanced nations.
The world’s largest all-textile trade fair; Intertextile Shanghai 2017 Autumn Edition, is set to be
held from October 11 – 13 this year under the global circumstances described. The show highlights
the international hall, which will, once again, be housed in Hall 6.2; featuring ‘Salon Europe’ and
comprising European pavilions, including exhibitors from Milano Unica (Italy), the UK, Germany,
Portugal, France and Turkey etc. alongside Asian pavilions, which will see exhibitors from Korea,
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Taiwan and Japan as well as Hong Kong and Thailand converge, far outstripping Europe in terms of
exhibition space. Another stand-out feature is the ‘Premium Wool Zone’ with its increasing no. of
visitors alongside the ‘Design Studio’ showcasing print designs.

◆ <Japan Pavilion> - Outline ◇ Exhibition area: International Hall (Hall.6.2）
◇ Overall structure: Business Corner (comprising business
booths) + Japan Trend Corner
◇ Scale: 35 companies/groups … 98 booths (882 ㎡）
◇ Organiser: Japan Fashion Week Organization (JFW）
◇ Support : Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan External Trade Organization

◆JAPAN

Trend Corner

＜JAPAN Trends＞
The textile trends presented by JFW Textile Division. Division each season are born in Japan and
not influenced by any other trends from Europe/America, based on sensitivity nurtured in four
seasonal changes and respect for the Japanese language.
2018-19 Autumn / Winter

Overview: The future ahead

＜Theme＞
Twilight Beguine
Many minds, many colours
Archaeological Mystery
Delusional Realism

＜ Design image＞
The stand-out feature of the design is a ‘space inspired
by connectivity with the land’; expressed as vertical
layers of arches akin to strata. The outer appearance
evokes years of Earth strata, while the inner view
delivers a breeze-like feeling and sunlight through
foliage, as if amid thousands of tori gates lined up along
the inner path at Fushimi Inari Taisha.
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◆ Exhibitors
* Amaterrace Inc., ASAHI KASEI CORPORATION, ATAGO AND CO.,LTD. / QINGDAO ATAGO
APPAREL CO.,LTD., UNI TEXTILE CO., LTD., * A-Girl's Co.,Ltd., SR COMMERCE CO.,LTD. /
TOAGOSEI CO.,LTD., KUMAZAWA SHOJI CO., LTD., CROP OZAKI CO., LTD., Goda Embroidery
Co.,Ltd. / SUZHOU GODA EMBROIDERY CO.,LTD., * COSMO TEXTILE CO.,LTD., KOKKA CO.,LTD.
/ KOKKA TRADING (SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD., SAIEI ORIMONO CO., LTD., SUNWELL CO., LTD. /
SUNWELL (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD., * SUN FASHION CORP., SHIBAYA CO.,LTD., SOJITZ FASHION
CO., LTD. / SOJITZ VANCET (SHANGHAI) TRADING CO., LTD., DAIICHI ORIMONO CO., LTD.,
TAKISADA-NAGOYA CO., LTD.／TAKISADA(SHANGHAI)CO., LTD., TAMURAKOMA & CO.,LTD. /
TAMURAKOMA (SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD., Chikuma International Ltd., CHORI CO., LTD. / CHORI
(CHINA) CO.,LTD., TEIJIN FRONTIER CO., LTD. / TEIJIN FRONTIER SHSNGHAI CO.,LTD., DOKOH
SHOJI CO.,LTD. / TUKEXY SILK TRADING CO.,LTD., TOYOSHIMA & CO., LTD. / TOYOSHIMA
INTERNATIONAL（SHANGHAI) CO.,LTD., Nippon Steel and Sumikin Bussan Corporation / Nippon
Steel and Sumikin Bussan (Shanghai) Co.,Ltd., * PAREMO CO.,LTD., MAEDA CO., LTD., MURATA
MACHINERY, LTD. / VORTEX, * MONA KNIT CO.,LTD., MORIRIN CO., LTD. / SHANGHAI
MORIRIN TEXTILE CO., LTD., LECIEN CORPORATION / ZHEJIANG JIAXING LECIEN TEXTILE CO.,
LTD., * Wakayama Knit Industrial Association (*MORISHITA KNITTING FACTORY CO.,LTD./
*YOSHIDA SENKO CO., LTD./* KISHIGAWAKOGYO CO.,LTD), JFW (JAPAN FASHION WEEK
ORGANIZATION) （* New exhibitors）

＊

Photos from the Intertextile Shanghai <Japan Pavilion> 2017 Spring Edition

◆New and returned exhibitors take on the changing Chinese market
A-Girl's Co., Ltd. is participating in the Shanghai fair
after a five-year absence, with the intention of further
strategizing China marketing by analyzing participation
and ascertaining how the Chinese market has matured.
This company held a private 2018AW show in Tokyo at
the start of September; presenting their collections for
designers and attracting over 50 brands in the process.
Their newly launched < CLOUD > product boasts 94-,
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48- and 52-count yarns using raw material; ultra-fine wool of 17.5 micron, ultra-low fluff rate and
shrink resistance, while the collection features fabrics offering a profound and lustrous aspect with a
cashmere touch on skin alongside others retaining natural stretchability.

MORISHITA KNITTING FACTORY CO., LTD. participates within the
scope of the Wakayama Knit Industrial Association; aiming to engage
in market research as well as promoting WAKAYAMA regional brand <
WA KNIT > products. On this occasion, their showcased products include
premium ‘washi-cashmere fabrics’ exported to Europe, with all eyes
monitoring how the Chinese apparel brands will respond, according to
the company.

PAREMO CO., LTD. is a returning exhibitor, having made its
Intertextile Shanghai debut around a decade ago. Their products
include simple and plain 100% wool fabrics. Despite their previous
export record to China, they commented ‘The Chinese market
climate is ever-changing. Our objectives include foreseeing the
future Chinese market’.

COSMO TEXTILE CO., LTD. is another
returner hoping to acquire new customers;
commenting ‘Chinese high-end apparel
brands seek fabrics that stand out for their
quality rather than their price – exactly what
we target as customers. We also hope for
opportunities to contact European buyers
visiting the show.’ They showcase mainly
natural fabrics alongside an ingenious
selection of weaving/processing items; centring on cotton interwoven with nylon and/or polyester.
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SUN FASHION CORP. established an overseas affiliate; Sun Fashion (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
in Shanghai in 2004 and started participating in the Intertextile Shanghai from the following year;
pausing from 2010 onward as they acquired many new customers and stabilising their business by
participating. The decision behind their comeback reflected the following: ‘While we were away from
the fair, the Chinese apparel industry changed drastically and we need to seek new customers.’ On
this occasion, they showcase products, including the following supporting materials: Leavers lace
and ribbons alongside specially processed items, such as those dye-sprayed by air gun.
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